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ABSTRACT

Biases due to measurement errors in an earnings function for

nonblack males are assessed by estimating unobserved variable models

with data from the Income Supplement~einte~view program of the March

1973 Current Population Survey and from the remeasurement program of

the 1973 Occupational Changes in a Generation-II survey. We find that

reports of social origins, educational and occupational attainments,

labor supply, and earnings of nonblack.males are subject to primarily

random response errors. Logarithmic earnings is one of the most accurately

measured indicators of socioeconomic success. Further, retrospective

reports of.status variables are as reliable as contemporaneous reports.

When measurement errors are ignored for nonblacks, the total economic

return to schooling is underestimated by about 16 percent, and the effects

of some background variables are underestimated by as much as 15 percent.

The total effects of first and current job status are underestimated by

about 20 percent when measurement errors are ignored, as are the unmediated

effects of current job status. Conflicting evidence is presented on whether

respondents tend to understate the consistency between their earnings and

educational attainments in the Current Population Survey. If there is

such a tendency, unmediated effects of education are modestly understated

when response errors are ignored, and they are overstated if no such

tendency exists.

----- -- ---- - ~-------------------------



INTRODUCTION

Structural equation models of the social and economic determinants

of earnings have been used by social scientists of diverse perspectives.

Sociologists have specified earnings functions as part of "status attain

ment models" in order to examine the relative impact of schooling and

social origins upon socioeconomic success (Duncan, Featherman, and Duncan,

1972; Jencks, et al., 1972; Alexander, Eckland, and Griffin, 1975; Sewell

and Hauser, 1975; Griffin 1976; Hauser and Daymont, 1977). Similar functions

have been used by economists to construct "human capital models" of the

generation of income inequality (Becker, 1964; Mincer, 1974; Blinder, 1976;

Rosenzweig, 1976). Marxist sociologists and economists, while taking issue

with the substantive foundations of status attainment and human capital

models, have also employ~d structural equation models of the determinants

of earnings in their empirical represeritations of the generation of income

inequality (Bowles, 1972; Bowles and Nelson, 1974; Bowles and Gintis, 1976;

Wright and Perrone, 1977).. Thus, while disagreements continue over con

ceptualization, the magnitudes of structural coefficients, and the appropriate

specification of structural models, there exists remarkable consensus that

a structural equation model is an appropriate empirical representation of

the determinants of economic success.

It is also generally agreed that response errors (as well as the

omission of ability or other common causes of schooling and of socioeconomic

achievement) may bias estimates of the socioeconomic returns to schooling

and social origins. However, the size the importance of such biases have

been points of controversy. Jencks, et al., drawing on the work of Siegel

and Hodge (1968), conclude that "random measurement error is of relatively

1
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Iitt,l-e importance in research of thE!' kind dE!scril:3ed hE!:re it (1972: 336). Bowles

(1972:S222) aSserts tha.t "sbcial class backgi:"ound is considera1?lY more

success than has been'ihdicated in recent analogoUs statistical treatments

by Duncan and others;" Bowles argues that retrospective reports of };>c:tt13tital

sbatUses are much less reliable than respondents' reports ot their own

attainments and that the effects of origin variables are consequently under-

estimatE!d. unfortunately, attempts to assess biases due to response errors

have been flawed by a lack of appropriate data, by inadquate specifi~ations

Hauser and Featherman (l977a) for a more detailed discussion of these issues).

In order to help reSolve the controversy surrounding response bi~s in

models b~ socioeconomic success, a carefully designed remeasurefuent program

was includE!d as part of the 1973 bccupationa1 Changes in a Generation study

(Featherman and HaUser, 1975). Recently developed statistical procedures

that aliow fbr unobsE!rvab1e variables in structural equation models (j~reskdg;

1910, 1973) were applied to these data and to data from the March 197j Current

population Survey income reinterview program in order to asse~s the extent

of response error in measures of socioeconomic variab1i:!s and to Elssess the

biases in structural coefficients resulting from those errors. Out firtdihgs

for a model of occupational attainment have been reported elsewhere; F~r

nonb1ack males, we found compel1in~ evidence that responsee~tors in rep~rts

of socHil origins, education, and occupational attainments are ,mutuallY

uncorrelated, and we found that retrospective ~epbrts 6f sqcial btigifi§

arerepbtted abQut as accurately as tt1Cire recerit attainments. (IHelby i 19761

. ) 1Bielby, Hauser and Featherman, 1977a, 19770 . we round that r~SPOhse errors
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resulted in underestimates of the occupational return to some social

origin variables by as much as 22 percent, but, contrary to what Bowles

and other had hypothesized, they also resulted in underestimates in

occppational returns to schooling by as much as 15 percent. Finally, we

found that when measurement errors are ignored, variation in educational

attainment that is independent of social origins is overstated by about

10 percent, and variation in occupational attainments attributable to

neither schooling nor social origins is overestimated by as much as 27

percent.

The research reported here extends our earlier findings to include

the determinants of earnings among nonblack males. Unless the errors in

reports of earnings are correlated with errors in reports of other variables,

our findings should be similar to those summarized above (since we already

know the relative quality of most predetermined variables in the earnings

equation). Furthermore, since earned income does not appear as a predeter

mined variable in any of our models, random measurement error in reports

of earnings cannot bias metric structural coefficients; it can only cause

an overestimate of residual variance and uniform underestimates of

standardized structural coefficients in the earnings equation.

1973 OCG AND CPS DATA

The 1973 OCG (Occupational Changes in a Generation) study (Featherman

and Hauser, 1975) was designed to replicate the 1962 OCG study conducted

by B1au and Duncan (1967). The replicate study, executed in conjunction

with the Current Population Survey, represents approximately 53 million

.I
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ma.1es in the civilian noninstitutional population between·the ages of

20 and 65 in March 1973. Data f+om the 1973 study allow us to est.imate

and test. a va~i~ty q~ models of respopSe ertor and to assess t.he ef~~qt~
~

of plauSiibl.e error structures 'on paJ;:'ameters of the achievement proces$.

The data were collected in four surveys during 1973. First., educa-

tional ~ng l~or. force data were obt.ained from the March 1973 C~s. household

interviews; in about three-fourths of the cases the CPS respondent was the

spouse Of the designated male. Second, a subsample of householas con,tain.-

ing, about 1000 CPS male respondents was selected for inclusion in the March

CPS Income Supplement Feint.erview survey (ISF). ~e~inning about one week

after completion of the CPS interview, personal (and in so~e caSeS telephone)

interviews were conducted with respondents in these households to obt.ain. a

second J;:'e~ort of selectEd cPS labor force and income iteIll$. Third, t4e CPS

dat.a were sup~lemented in the fall of 1973 with social background and

occupational career data from the mail-out, mail-back oCG questionnaire

(OCGQ); in about three-fourths of the caSeS the OCGQ respondent Was the

designated male. Responses to OCOQ weJ;:'e obtained from this questionn.aire

or subsequent telephone or personal follow-ups fOr more than 27,000 members

of the e~perienced 9ivilian labor forCe; the overall response ratg wa$,

greater than 88 percent. Fourth, a random subsample of about 1000 OCQQ

respondents (600 nonblacks and 400 blacks) was selected for inclusion in

the QCG temeasurement survey (OCGR). Appro~imatelY t4ree wee~Si after the

mail return of their OCG questionnaires, telephone (and in a few cases

personal) interviews were conducted with these respondents to oRt~in ~
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Table I--Timing of Measurements in the 1973 CPS and OCG Surveys

-..[

Variable

1. Father's occupational status (FO)

March 1973
CPS household
interview

(CPS)

Spring 1973
supplement
reinterview

(ISR)

Fall 1973
OCG Ques
tionnaire

(OCGQ)

X13

Fall 1973
OCG remeasure
ment interview

(OCGR)

X
14

2. Father's educational attainment (FE)

3. Parental income (PI)

4. Educational attainment (ED)

5. Occupational status of first job
after completing schooling (01)

6. Current occupational status (March
or Fall) (OC)

7. ·Weeks worked in 1972 (WKS)

S. Earned income in 1972 (LNEARN)

X4l

X61

x7l

xS1

X72

XS2

X
23

X 33

x
43

X
S3

X
24

x
34

x44

X
S4

X
64

I.n

9. Experience (years since began first
job after completing schooling) (EX) -- -- x93

10. (Experience - 20) 2/10 (EX2) -- -- xIO , 3

11. Working full-time (FT) xU,1

12. Labor union membership (UN) -- -- X12 ,3
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Table 1 shows which variables were measured on each of the four

occasions: CPS, ISR, OCGQ, and OCGR. Educational attainment (X
41

) ,

ourrent (March) occupation (X
61

) , weeks WOrked in 1972 (x
71

), earned

income in 1972 '(x
81

), and whether the sample Pe:son usually worked fUl1~

or part-time in 1972 (xII,I) were ascertained in the March CPS interview.

A second report of weeks worked (x72 ) and earned income (X
82

) were obtained

from the ipcome supplement reinterview. Reports of the three'soc-ial

background variables, father's (or other head of household's), occupation

(X13) and educational attainment (x23) and parental family income (X
33

) ,
i

were obtained from the fall OCG questionnaire. Also, th~ fall que~tionnaire.. . - ,

ascertained the man's first full-time civilian job after compieting,schooling
< .- ., •

(XS3) and a second report of his educational attainment (x
43

). (The second
i

measurement of ED was not intenaed to supplant the CPS ftem, but rather to

improve the respondent's r~call of the timihg of schooling and labor force

entry.) , Also obtained from the fall OCG questionnaire were a measure of

lahor force experience (x93 , XlO ,3)' and whether or not 'the sample person

belonged to a lahor union (x12 ,3). Within the OCGR subsample, each,of the

social backgrounq variables (x14 , x24 ' x34) , education ~x44) and first job

(xS4) was mea~ured again. We were notable to ascertain March 1973 oocupation

in the OCG~ interviews, and instead a report of current (Fall 1973) occupation

(x64 ) was obtained. While some~ob mobility occurred between tqe spring

and fall surveys, we disregard it here on the argument tqat occupational

status ch"!;nges were negligible over the six or seven month period. Con-

sequently, our estimates of unreliability in the reporting of current

occupational status include effects of short-term job mobility as well as

response error.
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In summary, wehave: (1) two measures of education and one measure

of each other variable for the full CPS-OCGQ sample; (2) two measures

each of education, earnings, and weeks worked and one measure of each

other variable for. the ISR subsample; and (1) three measures of education,

two measures of each indicator of social origins, two measures each of first

and current job status, and one measure of each of the remaining variables

for the OCGR subsample.

Each of the occupation reports was scaled using Duncan SEI scores

for detailed 1960 Census occupation, industry, and class of worker categories

(Duncan 1961). Thus, our estimates of the quality of occupation reports do

not pertain to descriptions of occupations per ~, but to a particular

transformation of detailed job descriptions into a status metric (Featherman

and Hauser, 1973). Educational attainment is coded in exact years of

schooling completed, and parental income is coded as the logarithm of price

adjusted dollars. 2 The measure of weeks worked is computed from seven

category midpoints; exact weeks worked, available for the ISR subsample,

correlates .986 with this measure. Earned income in 1972 is computed as

the natural logarithm of the sum of wage and salary, self-employed farm,

and self-employed nonfarm income. Experience is computed as the number of

years since the year the sample person started the first full-time civilian

job he held after completing schooling. 3 The quadratic experience variable

is computed as (experience - 20)2/10 . Working full-time and labor union

membership are coded as dummy variables.

SPECIFICATION OF AN EARNINGS FUNCTION

We specify. the following earnings function among "true" me.asures

for nonblack males who report at least $1000 in 1973 earnings in the CPS
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int~rview:

LNE~~ ~ a + ~lEX + ~~EX~ + B3FO + B4FE, + 8S?I + B9ED

t'B7~g t Ba9C + ~9WK.P + BlQ:FT + 811PN + U n·]

where the disturbance has the usual classical properties. We reSltr~9t

the. samp+e tothqse reporting at least $lPOO in earnings tor two re~spn~,

First, ~en below that cut-off usually have ~rginal l~pr fqrce attaphments

and are likely to be subject to qualitatively different dete~inants of

earnings. Second, reports of yearly earnings less than $1000 a~pear to
'. , ,'. . " .

be sllP,ject to cl,iS:J;lfpport.,ioPi=\tely large e.rrorSj pf measurement (see the f:j..rst

two lines of appendi~ Table 1A).

The sem:j..-1ogarithmic form is specified for both substantive and

methodo1pgica1 reasons. "H~ap capital thepry suggests that the. increase

in earnipgs capacity du.e to a yearo~ schpo1ing is proportional to the.

earnings forgone during the year, and consequently tPe log of earnings

capacity will be approximately a linear function of schooling ( Mincer, 1974;

Blinder, 1976) .

It is also reasonable to suppose that there is a constant proportionate

return in earnings t.Q a unit increase in the resources provided by social

origins, rather than a constant dollar return.

M~thodologically, using the logarithm of earnings allows for a

more reasonable measurement model of response erro~s in reports of earnings,

and it ITIinimizes the effects of "outliers" which are often attripp.tpble

to coding, keypunch, and transcription errors. One would expect th.e

amount of error variation in earning$ re~orts of those who earn, say~

$3S,OOO to.$40,QOO to be considerpbly larger than the error vp.riation in
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the reports of those who earn, say, $10,000 to $15,000. An additive

measurement equation in the logarithm of earnings allows for this kind

of heteroscedasticity in response errors (since it implies that error

variation is a constant proportion or earnings), while an equation in

dollar earnings requires that error variation be constan~ across levels

of earnings. (Heteroscedasticity in conditional earnings distributions

suggests a similar justification for using the logarithm of earnings in

the structural equation.)

The effect of "outliers" on the correlation between two measures

of dollar earnings can be quite dramatic. Our data suggest that a sub

stantial proportion of the cases with reports of very large earnings

involve coding or keypunch errors. Among the ISR subsample, ten (of more

than 800) respondents reported $40,000 or more in earnings in either the

CPS interview or the ISR reinterview. In three of those ten cases, the

interview and reinterview reports differ by more than $30,000 (see appendix Table IA).

When these cases are included, the correlation between two reports of dollar

earnings is .765, while the correlation between the reports of logarithmic

earnings is .930. When the cases with at least $40,000 earnings are

excluded, the correlation for dollar income is .976, for logarithmic

income, .970. Clearly; the logarithmic measure is much less sensitive

to the presence of the outliers. To further minimize their effects, we

assign a value of $50,000 to all reports greater than that amount (yielding

a correlation of .875 between two reports of dollar income, .940 between

reports of logarithmic income).



The structural ~defficiehts of th~ earnings fundtion in equation i

represent the net or dire~t effects of each df the aet~rmihants 6f

earfiifi~s: HbW~v@r; w@ are als6 ~hte¥ested in the tot&l aha inai~§@t

effects of the d~terminants, especially of education and soclal atlgtfl§.

Consequently, we shall present estimates of reduced aha semi~teauc~a forms

as well as estimates of €he structural form of equation i. In ddlng §o,

'we arE! hilpl:tcitly asstUning equation 1 to be imbedded ih it larcjJef BIdeR":'

recursive model ~ith the following causal ordering:

WKS

',,' '~ 6i':';:;':;'~' de' - :'}"~ FT "':":.~.~ FT '-::':::'>!' DNFJARN

UN'

The expe¥i~fide variables are considered exogenous because they represent

cohort differences (year of entry tb first job cohoits, rather than birth

cohorts) as well as lcibot market expeitlence Per Se. 4

Our strategy is to specify and estimate a measuremeftt ~ddei f6~

the ISR and OCGR sUbsamples, and then to apply those estimates ~b the

fuli cps~bCGQ sample. In this way we estimate substahtiV~ parameters

in the fUil sample which have be§n corrected fbi response erfbr~ It is

instructive to compare the corrected estimates with naive estiMates fbi

the full sample, i.e., estimates assuming perfect measurement. Th~ m~deis

estimated in this paper apply to nonblack males in the expe~i@ne~d eivl1iah

lahor f@r@e of March, 1973 who repbrt~tl at ieast $1606 in 1912 ~afnea

income in the March, 1973 Current Pbpulat16n SurveYi There are 24 i 392
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nonblack males in the full CPS-OCGQ sample, 823 in the ISR subsample,

and 556 in the OCGR subsample.

SPECIFICATION OF A MEASUREMENT MODEL

OUr measurement model is presented in the path diagram of Figure 1.

It shows the most general (least restricted) structure of response errors

that we have estimated in the two subsamples. Ultimately, we eliminated

all but two of the correlations among reporting errors. The variables

enclosed in boxes (FO, FE, PI, 01, OC, WKS, LNEARN, EX, EX2, FT, UN)

5are unobserved "true scores"; the last four are assumed to be measured

. h 6
w~t out error. The term x .. refers to the measure of the i

th
variable

~J

obtained on the j th occasion, and e.. is the error component of
~J

In algebraic form, the measurement model is:

x ...
1.J

i'""

X
13

x14
x23 =
x24 =
x33 =
x

34
=

x
41

=
x

43
=

x44 =
x

S3
=

x
S4

=

x
6l

=
x64 =
x

71
=

x72 =

xS1"=
x

S2
=

+ e
13

[2]

+ e
14

[3]

+ e
23

[4]

+ e
24

[5]

+ e
33

[6]

+ e
34

[7]

+ e41 [8]

+ e
43

[9]

+ e
44

[10]

+ e
53

[11]

+ e
54

[12]

+ e
6l

[13]

+ e
64

[14]

+ e
7l

[15]

+ e
72

[16]

+ eSl (17)

+ e [IS]
S2

plus four identities: x93 = EX, XIO ,3 = EX2, XII,I = FT, and

x = UN.
12,3



Figure 1. Measl!;rement Model tor VariC!bles in an Earnings Function' for Nonblack Males.
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To complete the model, the pattern of covariation among response

errors must be specified. When multiple responses are obtained from the

same individuals, three types of covariation among response errors appear

.particularly plausible. First, response errors in the report of a

variable may covary with the respondent's true score on that variable.

For example, individuals of high status may tend to understate their

status while those of low status overstate their status. The implication

for the measurement structure would be a non-unit slope of the population

regression relating the observed measure, x. 0' to its corresponding true
~J

score, A. 0' while maintaining the lack of correlation between the true
~J

score and e, .. A second source of covariation in response error would
~J

be a tendency for respondents to overstate the consistency between different

variables ascertained on a single occasion. This "within-occasion between-

variable correlated error" is represented in Figure 1 by the dotted lines

showing. correlations among the eil , for i = 4,6,7,8 (response errors of

reports obtained from the March CPS household interview), among the e
i2

,

for i = 7,8 (response errors of reports obtained from the Spring ISR

reinterview)', among the e i3 , i = 1,2,3,4,5 (response errors of reports

obtained from the Fall OCGQ questionnaire), and among the e
i4

, for 1,2,3,4,

5,6 (response errors of reports obtained from the Fall OCGR remeasurement

interview). A third source of correlated response error would be contamin-

ation of the respondent's report of a given variable by his recollection

of his earlier report of that variable. It seems plausible that recall

contamination might occur between CPS and ISR responses obtained about a

week apart and between OCGQ and OCGR obtained about three weeks apart.

The former "within-variable between-occasion correlated error" is represented



in Figure i by correlations among pairs of respons~ ~rrors e'l· and e'2'
J.' J. .

fbr i = 7,S, and tpe latter by correlations betw~en ~i3 and e
i4

, for

i = i,.~,ji5. Nobe, however; that we assume that r~caii contamination

dees not occur between th~ respective Spring (CPS; ISR) cHid Fal1(bC(3Q;

OCGR) reports, obtairt~d more than five months apart and often from different

persons.

we establish a metric for the true scores by fixing Al3 = A
23

=

A33 == A41 = AS3 = A6l == An = ASI = 1.0. That is, W~ fix the metric of

the true scores to be the same as that of the observed reports which are

tis@d in models fbr the rull CPS-OCGQ sample; the m~trics of FO, FE; PI;

and at are identical to those of the corresponding OCGQ repdrts; ahd the

CPS reports define the mettics for ED; OC, WKS, and LNEARN. Norinalizatiori

of this kind is necessary becausa the metric of an unobserved variable

is arbitrary, and con~equently the slope coefficients with respect to

indicators are identifiable only relative to each other. For example, given

our normalization, a eoeffibient Ai2 greater (smaller) than uhity indicates

a slope of the ISR report on the corresponding true score which is steep~r

(flatter) than the slope of the CPS report on the true score. However, the

absolute values of the two slopes ar~ indeterminate. This normalization

is imposed on all of,our models. Another way of stating this hotfuali~ation

is that only the ratio of the slopes is identifiable. A more common

normalization is to assume unit variances of true scores. However, this

normalization does not allow the computation of metric coefficients relating

unobservables. Error variances and reliabilities (squared true score-

6bserved score corr~lations) are invariant with respect to normaii~atibri;

although true score variances (and structural coefficiehts) do depend on

which A,. are fixed tb unity.
J.)
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Our measurement models are all based on equations 2 to 18. In

order to estimate the parameters of all 17 measurement equations, we

combine estimates of different subsets of equations from the ISR and

OCGR subsamples. Within subsamples, we va:!::i the specification of the

covariances among the e.. and the restrictions imposed upon the A..•
1) 1)

We proceed by estimating and testing models in four stages, each involving

a subsample and a subset of measurement equations. First, from the ISR

subsamp1e we estimate a three-variable, six-equation model for reports of

education, weeks worked and earnings. Second, we briefly discuss est-

irnates for earners in the OCGR sample of the six-variable, thirteen-equation

measurement model of social origins, education, and occupational attainments·

that has been examined in detail in our earlier research. In the third

stage, we "borrow" the OCGR subsample estimates of measurement model

parameters for equations 2,4,6,11, and 13 (OCG reports of social origins

and status of first job, and the CPS report of status of current job) so

the measurement model in the ISR subsample can be extended to include social

origins and occupational attainments. Similarly, in the fourth stage, we

use the third-stage estimates of measurement model parameters for equations

15 (CPS report of weeks worked) and 17 (CPS report of earnings) to include

weeks worked and earnings in a model for the OCGR sribsample.

At each stage, we assess which correlations among reporting errors

provide a significant improvement in fit over a model with random errors.

We also look to see which A.. can be restricted to 1.0 without significantly
1)

altering the fit of the model. Our results from the four stages are then

combined to provide point estimates of parameters in the full 17-equation

measurement model. Finally, we use these estimates to correct the structural

coefficients in equation 1 for measurement error in the full CPS-OCGQ sample.
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ESTIMATION OF MEASUREMENT MODELS

Assumihg the joint distribution of the reports of,status variabi~$

is mUltivariate normal, we obtain maximum likelihood e~,timates 6f

parameters of our measurement models usi~g J8reskog's (1~70) general m~thod

for the analysis of covariance structures. The estimates have been

computed from pairwise present correlations for nonblack males ~O to 65

years old in the experienced civilian labor force in March, 197j who

r~ported at least $1000 in 1973 earnedirtdome in the CPS int~rview.1

Correlations among the 11 measures tb be used in estimating models from

the ISR subsample appear in Table 2, and correlations amon9 the 15 measures

to be used in estimating', models' from the OCGR subsample appear ~n Table j.

correlation$ for measUres available in th~ full CPS-OCGQ sample appear in

Table 4. Corresponding means and standard deviationS appear in the first

two columns of the top panel of Table 6, the bottom panel of Table 6, and

Table 7, respectivelY. There are only a few notable differenoes in moments

between the full sample and the tWd subsamples. The. OCGR stibsarnple is ,

somewhat re9tricted in variation on weeks worked, earnings, and eduoation

(as reported in the9PS interview). It seems likely that the OCGR stibsample

dispropGirtionately includes those with Cl-Qcurate earningl:j responses; since

corre;l.ations between. earnings and some other variiililes (particularly so!:d.al

origins and eQucation) are notably higheJ;' in the OCQR SUbsarnplEi. The

correlation between CPS and OCGQ reports of education is lowest in the"

OCGR subsampls; ahd ,examination of cross~tabu~ation revealed that it is



TABLE 2--observed Correlations among Variables Measured in CPS Interview, Income Supplement Reinterview, and OCG Questionnaire~ ISR SubsaJ:\ple of
Nonblack Males in the March 1973 Experienced Civilian Labor Force Reporting Earnings of at least $1000 in the CPS (N=823)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Variable Measure xl3 X23 X33 X41 X43
X

53
X
6l xn X72 X81

x
82

1. Fa x13

2. FE x23 .547 -- ......,
'3. PI x33

.408 .405

4. ED x4l
.406 .438 .438

x43
.389 .429 .460 .884

5,. 01 xS3
.420 .330 .332 .673 .682

6. OC x61
.331 .283 .293 .584 .585 .634

7. W~ xn -.096 -.055 -.036 .037 .053 .055 .151

xn -.101 -.044 -.032 .061 .073 .054 .146 .940

8. u;EARl: xS1 .080 .055 .127 .276 .301 .339 .429 .540 .544

x82 .172 .077 .139 .2~3 .299 .345 .441 .550 .571 .940

NOTE: See Table 1 for definition of variables.



'l'ABLE 3.--0bserv·ed 'Correlates among Variables Measured in CPS Interview,OCGQuestionnair:e,. ana OCG Remeasur:ement Interview: OCGR
.Subsample of 'Nonblack ,Hales. in, the :March 1973 Experienced ·Civ.ilian Labor Foor.ce iReporiting .Earnings of at least $lDOO.in the CPS (:Nz'556)

(1) (2) '(3) ('I') (5) {'6} rn .r8J---
Variable Heasure x

13
" x

14 "23 x
24

:it
33

X
3

'
4 x 4'l ~3

X"· x· x S4 ' x
61

x
64

xn x
Sl44 '53

1. FO x
13

x
H

.872.,

2. .FE x
23

.579 .'573 -- - "
x

24
.591 .586 .937

,3. PI x
33

.410 .415 .459 .453 .-
x

34
.414 .428 .467 .463 .909

4. EO x
41

.408 .406 .458 .460 .467 .483 ,...
x 42 .424 .424 ~449 .447 .412 .426 .795 -- 'co
x

43
.437 .436 .482 .492 .474 .492 .919 .835

5. 01 x
53

.392 .411 .292 - .301 .362 .• 351 _.635 .578 .642.

x
54

.401 .410 .324 .321 .360 .345 ..636 .580 .644 .'847

6. ee x
61

.370 .404 .309 .326 .315 .311 •"5-77 .521 .602 .,6.14 .617

~,64
.345 .382 .298 .302 .28a .296 .540 .500 .560 ~578 .595 ~801

.,

7. '::.065
-~-~ ~

WKS x
71

-.04'3 --.061 - ..035 -.039 - • .018-' .on .017 •.068 .002· .031 •.148 .133

8. LNEARN x
81

.lB4 ~lB3 ,.,.132 .118 .168 .176 .363 .319 .368 .321 .346 .450 .398 .373

--
NOTE: ~e~;~ble 1 for definition·ofvariables.



TABLE 4 --Observed Correlations among Variables Measured in CPS Interview and OCG Questionnaire: Full CPS-OCGQ Sample of ~onblack

Males in the March 1973 Experienced Civilian Labor Force Reporting Earning of at Least $1000 in the C?S (N=24,352)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Variable Measure X13
x

23 X33
X

41 X43
X

53
X

6l X
71

X
8l X

93 XlO,3 Xll,l x12 ,3

1. FO x13

2. FE x
23

.531

3. PI x
33

.423 .434

4. ED x
4l

.408 .468 .431 ....
x43

.388 .461 .420 .853 \0

5. 01 x
53

.395 .331 .309 .636 .621

6. OC x
61

.334 .277 .285 .572 .542 .621

7. Wl<.S x
71

-.027 -.037 .005 .034 .043 .066 ..140

S. I.."EARN xS1 .107 .060 .145 .264 .271 .310 .411 .431

9. EX x
93

-.224 -.349 -.273 -.382 -.370 -.231 -.100 .138 .149

10. EX2 X lO,3 -.014 -.028 -.087 -.148 -.150 -.102 -.105 -.114 -.240 .304

1I. F'l' x11,1 -.071 -.076 -.037 -.046 -.007 .023 .045 .182 .331 .110 -.142

12. UNlaw x12 ,3 -.134 -.113 -.096 -.197 -.197 -.242 -.287 -.013 .042 .077 -.015 .053

NOTE: See Table 1 for definition of variables.
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due to j~st a few "outliers" that happened to be _selected into the OCGR

subsample. The ISR subsample is somewhat restric:ted in variation on OCGQ

reports bf-father's and respondent's education and exhibits sl,ightly mOre

, "

variation in weeks worked than does the full CPS-OCGR sample. Correlations

between ~h~ OCGQ education report and other variables are generally higher

in the ISR subsample, suggesting that those givin,g more accurate OCGQ
;" ~ .~

educatioh reports were disproportionately included in the ISR subsample.

(The err9r variation in the OCGQ report estimate~ from-the ISR subsample

is substantially lower than that estimated from the OCGQ subsample.)

ChriauslY, the oorrelations between earnings and weeks worked are unusually

high in the ISR subsample (about .54) and low in the OCGR sul:>sample (.37).

It should be stressed, however, that we have focused upon the largest

discrepC'incies, and s'Ubsample moments are subject to considerably more
i

sampling variability than are the full sample moments.

Goodness-of-fit tests for pur various measurement models appear in

Table 5.- The likelihood-ratio test statistic contrasts the null hypothesis

that constraints on the observed variance-covariance matrix are satisfied

in the population with the alternative that the variance~covariancematrix
"

is unrestricted. In large samples this statistic has a ~hi-square distribu-

tion with degrees of freedom equal to the difference between the number of

variances and covariances and the number of independent ~arameters estimated

under th~ hypothesized model. Moreoyer, when two; measurement models are

nested, that is, when one model can be obtained by constraining the parameters

of a mor~ general model, the difference in chi-square values provides a

likelihood-ratio test of the constraints on the parameters.

Goodness-of-fit tests for six-equation, three-variable models of

education, weeks worked, and earnirigs, estimated from the ISR s\lbsc:lmple,
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Table 5--Chi-square Goodness-of-fit Tests for Measurement Models: Nonblack Males in the
Experienced Civili,ln Labor Force, March 1973, Who Reported at Least $1000 in
Earnings in the Current Population Survey.a

Model

1. Three-variable ISR model (N=823)

df p

A.

B.

c.

D.

Random measurement error--no slope restrictions

Within-occasion correlated errors p ,
p , p , p e41 ,e71e

4l
,e

Sl
e

71
,e

Sl
e

72
,e

82

Within-occasion correlated errors p
and p e41 ,eSle

72
,e

82

Within-occasion correlated error pe72 ,e
S2

28.02

3.62

5.44

14.29

6

2

4

5

.000

.163

.246

.014

E. Within-occasion correlated errors p and
.. e41 ,eSlp and 12 slope restr~ct~onse

72
,e

S2

2. Six-variable OCGR model (N=556)

Random measurement error and 5 slope restrictions

3. Eight-variable ISR model (N=823)

5.88

40.78

6

55

.437

.923

A.

B.

c.

Random measurement error and 2 slope
restrictions

Within-occasion correlated errors p . and
p and 2 slope restrictions e 41 ,e81e 72 ,e

S2

Within-occasion correlated error p
and 2 slope restrictions e 72 ,e82

4S.69

23.91

30.61

23

21

22

.001

.297

.104

4. Eight-variable OCGR model (N=556)

A. Random measurement error and 5 slope restrictions 58.14 69 .821

B. Within-occasion correlated errors p ;e
41

,e
7l

and

5 slope restrictions

56.34 65 .769

C. Random measurement error except p fixed
at -.14 and 5 slopo restrictions 1)4l,e8l

60.12 69 .76B

aMaximum likelihood ('stimat('s were computC'd with the J\COVS~' program described in
J8reskog, Gruvaeus and V,ln Thi 110 (1970).



Contrasting line lC with line 1:13, we see that nearly
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are presented in the top panel of Table 5. Eaeh model is based upon

equations 8, 9, 15, 16, 17 and 18. Our simplest model assumes mutuaily

uncorrelated errors and no restrictions (other than the norrnali~atibns)

on the A..• This model corresponds to the random measurement error
~J

models of Siegel and Hodge (1968:51-52), Jencks, et al. (1973: 33()-336) ,

Treiman and Hauser (1977), and the one implicitly used by other researcher~

applying Iicorrections for attenuatibn i • (cf. :l3ohrnstedt, 1970). The 21

observable variances and covariances amon~ the 6 measures provide more

than enoUgh ihformation to identify the 15 unknown model parameters: 3

trUe scere variah~es, 3 true score covariances, 6 error variances, and

3 slape coefficients (A .. ). The X2 value of 28.02 with 6 de~rees of
l.J

freedom (p = .000) on line lA suggests that the restrictions on observable

moments implied by the r~ndom error model probably do not hold in the

population. Model IE introduces the three within~occasion correlations

among response errors in CPS reports of education, weeks worked, and

earnings, and the single correlation bet~een response errors in ISR reports

of weeks worked and earnings. Contrasting line IB with line lA, it i~

clear that adding the four within-occasion error correlations significantly

improves the fit of the measurement model. We reduce X2 by more than 24

poihts while using only 4 more degrees of freedom. Furthermore, two of

the four error correlations are not significantly larger than their

standard errors. Model lC introduces only the two larger error correlations,

p and p .e
4l

,e
8l

e
72

,e82

all of the improvement in fit can be attributed to these two error corre1a~

tions: a negative correlation of -.17 between response errors in CPS

reports of education and earnings, and a positive correlation of .33 between

errors in ISR reports of weeks worked and earnings (their respective
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standard errors are .07 and .OS). Since a tendency for respondents

to understate the consistency between their education and earnings in

the CPS can have a substantial effect on estimated returns to schooling,

we want to be rel.atively certain that the correlation p does
e
4l

,e
Sl

indeed contribute to the fit of the model. Consequently, we estimate

a model where p is constrained to equal zero
e
4l

,e
Sl

in the model. Contrasting lines lD and lC, it is clear that p makes
e
4l

,e
Sl

a statistically significant contribution to the fit (eliminating p
e
4l

,e
Sl

increases X2 by S.S5 and adds 1 degree of freedom, p < .005). Finally,

two of the three free \j were estimated to be nearly 1.0. However 1..
43

was estimated to be 1.OS (with a standard error of .02). Thus, as our

earlier research based on the OCGR subsample has shown, the slope of the

OCGQ report of education on the true score appears significantly steeper

than the slope for the CPS report. Model lE, imposing 1..
72

= ~82 = 1.0,

increases the X2 value marginally over that of lC, while adding two

degrees of freedom. Thus, in the third stage, we combine the specification

of model lE with selected parameters estimated within the OCGR subsample.

While we have been able to test for the presence of some types of

correlated error in the ISR subsample, we have not been able to test for

the presence of the plausible within-variable error correlations involving

weeks worked and income (p , p ). These are not identified
e
7l

,e
72

e
Sl

,e
S2

in any of the ISR subsample models examined here. Therefore, neither can

any such correlations be detected, nor could they affect the fit of the

measurement model. However, within-variable error correlations may affect

estimated structural relations among true variables and we shall consider
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this pbssibility below.

Next, we briefly discuss the six-variable, thirteen-eqUation

measurement model for social origins, education, ahd occupatidn~l attain

ments. The specification of Model 2 is identical to that of the "final"

measurement model for nonblack males developed in our earlier research

(Bielby; Hauser and Feathermah, 1977a): mutually uhcorrelated response

errors and two free slope parameters, A43 = A
44

and A64 . The present

estimates for Model 2 differ from those resported elsewhere because males

repbrting less than $1000 in earnings in the CPS (22 cases) have been

ex8iHtl@d fr8fu ~he §Ubsample~ The 36 parameters of Model 2 dd remarkably

well in representing the 91 variances and covariances afudng the reports

(X2 = 4d.78 with 55 degrees of freedom, p = .923). Direct tests and

indirect evid~nce of th~ extent of within-occasion and withiri-variable

correlations among reporting errors are presented in our earlier paper.

We found virtually no evidence of any error correlations. Point estimates

of measurement parameters based upon the 556 OCGR earners are hearly

identical to those estimated previously from the 578 OCGR males in the

experienced civilian labor force. Thus, in the fourth stage, we combine

the specification of Model 2 with selected parameters estimated in the

third stage.

In the third stage of estimation and specification we add equations

2, 4, 6, 11 and 13 for OCGQ reports of education and first job status; and.

the CPS report of current job status to the specification of Model IE in

order to obtain an eight-variable, eleven-equation model which can be

estimated in the ISR subsampie. ErrOr variances of e13 , e23 , e 33 , e
53

, and

e6l are borrowed from the second stage results (Model 2) and appear iri
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column 3 of the top panel of Table 6. Relying on Model 2, we assume

mutually uncorrelated response errors among reports of social origins,

schooling, and occupational achievements. Model 3A assumes all errors

to be mutually uncorrelated, constrains A
72

and AS2 to equal 1.0, but

leaves A
43

unconstrained. The 11 reports provide 66 observed

moments from which to solve for 43 parameters: S true score variances,

2S true score covariances, 6 error variances (two others are known),

and one slope coefficient. The X2 value of 4S.69 with 23 degrees of

freedom (p = .001) indicates that, as expected (given the results of

Model lA), the restrictions on observable moments implied by Model 3A

probably do not hold in the population. (The degrees of freedom are not

strictly correct, since the five borrowed error variances are sample

estimates, not known population parameters. Nevertheless, differences in

degrees of freedom for nested models are correct.) Model3B introduces

the two error correlations, p and p e' detected in Model IC.
e 41 ,eSI e 72 , 82

Contrasting line 3B with line 3A, we again see a significant improvement

in fit due to the two within-occasion error correlations; X2 drops by

nearly 25 points, using only 2 degrees of freedom, (p < .001). Point

estimates of the error correlations are -.14 and .37 (their respective

standard errors are .05 and .09). To further examine the degree to which

p contributes to the fit of the model, we estimate Model 3C wheree
4l

,e
SI

it is constrained to equal zero while p remains in the model.e
72

,e
S2

Contrasting lines 3C with 3B, we again find that p makes a stat-e
4l

,e
SI

istically significant contribution to the fit; eliminating p increasese
41

,eSl
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x~ by 6.70 and adds orie degree of freedom (p < .Ol)~ Thus, we accept

Modei 313 its the fincH ITieaSUreineht model estimated from thE! !SR sU1::isathple.

Parameter estimat~s fot Modei 3B ~ppear in the top panel of Table 6~

They are discussed in detail below.

In the folirth sta~E!, we add equations 15 and 17 for CpS reports of

w~~ks wdrked and earnings to the spedification of Model 2 in order to

obtain an eight-variable, fifteen-equation model to be estimated in the

otGR subsample. Error variances of e71 and eSl are borrowed from the

tfilffl Sta~§ results (Model 3B) ahd appear in coiumn 3 of the bottom panel

6f Tabil§ 6 ~ Relying bn the t~si.ilts reported i31klve, wE! allow just t.wo

free slope parameters, A64 and \42 = A43 ' In Model 4A, we specify all

fifteen response error t~rms to be mutUally uncorrelated. In that model,

the is rE!pbrts provide 120 observed moments from which to solve for 51

model parameters: a true score variances, 2a true score covatlances,

13 error variances (two others are khoWh) i arid two slope coeffidients.

The x2 value of sS;i4 with 69 degrees of freedom (p = .821) indicates

that the restrictions implied by Model 4A provide a reasonable fib to the

observable m6m~htS. (As in the third stage models; the degrees of freedom

are not strictly correct, since tt\TO of the "known II fixed paran'leters I

o and ~ , are actually estimates from the OCGR subsample); In
en ei;n

model 4B, we add four within-occasion correlations ambng errors in CPS

TWd of the four, p and p , were identified ande
41

,e
71

e
41

,e
8l

estimated in the ISR stibsample, and we detected a statistically significant

effect df the latter.
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T.sb14f 6 -..oboorvod Moments and Mnosuromont Model Param"tor Estimates. Nonblack Malos in the
Experienced Civilian labor Force, March 1973, Who Reported at Least $1000 in the
Current Population Survoy.

Income Supplemont Reinterviow (N-e13) c

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Obnerved Std. Duv. Relative Reliahility I't""r("~nt

Mean Std. Dov. ot Errora Slopea Coetficient
of' C,,~e8

°ij
~

(0 2 /0 2 1).1
with Data

VAriable Measure U
ij ° ).ij Presenta

ij '1'i X
ij

ij ,
1. PO x13 32.74 23.78 9.26 1.00 .848 95

1114

2. FE 1123 9.055 3.095 1.14 1.00. .914 94
x24

3. PI x33 8.750 .8637 0.32 1.00 .061 90
1134

4. ED x41 12.33 3.019 1.08 (.06) 1.00 .872 100b
1143 12.19 3.220 1.03 (.07) 1.08 (.02)- .897 94
llU

5. 01 ll53 35.51 25.12 9.93 1.00 .845 88
x

54

6. oe x61 43.24 25.44 9.82 1.00 .850 100b
x64

7. lfI(S lln 47.89 8.898 2.38 (.17) 1.00 .927 100
b

"2
47.87 8.784 1.93 (.20) .953 97

8. LHEAJlN x81 9.130 .6389 0.178 (.011) 1.00 .922 100b
x82 9.136 .6266 0.128 (.014) .958 93

OCG Remeasurernent Subsamp1e (Na 5S6) d

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

a>served Std. Dev. Relative Reliability Perc"nt
Mean Std. Dev. ot ErrorA Slopea Coefficient of Cas.,s

~ (a' /02 ».2
with Data

Variable Measure llij °ij ° ).ij Prf!sent
eij '1'i xij ij

1. ro x13
32.73 24.21 9.22 (.55) 1.00 .854 96

x14
-33.29 23.54 7.83 (.60) 1.00 .889 95

2. FE x23
8.930 4.139 1.14 (.09) 1.00 .923 95

ll24 8.904 4.093 0.91 (.10) 1.00 .951 94

3. PI x33 8.710 .9323 0.32 (.021) 1.00 .876 89
1134

8.773 .8943 0.21 (.028) 1.00 .943 90

4. ED "41 12.18 2.821 0.97 (.04) 1.00 .884 100b

1143
12.01 3.407 1.78 (.06) 1.07 (.02) .717 94

1144 12.16 2.903 0.60 (.06) 1.07 (.02) .956 96

5. 01 11
53

34.86 24.77 9.89 (.54) 1.00 .839 90
x54 32.31 24.28 9.30 (.55) 1.00 .856 95

6. oe x"'l 41.69 25.26 9.52 (.81) 1.00 .057 100
b

ll64 39.91 24.87 12.44 (.62) 0.92 (.04) .749 100b

7. W1(S
"1

48.58 7.165 2.38 1.00 .889 100
b

1172

8. LNEARN IIB1 9.150 .5753 0.178 1.00 .904 100b
IIS2

aArrrolll~'te .tand~rd errors of parameter estimates appaar in parentheses.

hHIKAlnq vdlues have buun allocatod tor Nil cuos.

"~tn tho ISR suhttt,mple, flft.(I .. -.14, PlY n ... 37,
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estimated in the ISR sUbsample. Contrasting lines 4B and 4A, it is clear

that the four error correlations contribute virtually no improvement to

the fit of the model, decreasing X2 by only 1.80 while using four degrees

or freedom (p > .75). Indeed, if a decrease of that amount could be

attributed to just one of the error correlations, it would not be

statistically significant (i.e. p > .16 for X2 = 1.80 with on~ degree of

freedom). Thus, the fourth stage OCGR models do not replicate the finding

from the !SR subsample of a significant negative correlation among reporting

errors in CPS reports of education and earnings. The point estimate of

p~ @ ift Model 4Bis .085, compared to p = -.14 under Model 3B.
41~ 81 e4l ,e8l

Model 4C, which is identical to Model 4A except that p is fixede
4l

,e
8l

at -.14, provides a worse fit than Model 4A. However, the comparison of

fourth stage OCGR models are not quite as conclusive as they may appear.

The error correlations in question are affected by parameter estimates

"borrowed" from the ISR subsampie. Consequently, sampling error in the

borrowed ~stimates and differential selection bias in the two sUbsamples may

have reduced our ability to detect these partioular within-variable error

1 . 8corre a t~ons .

Model 4A is our final measurement model in the OCGR subsample, and

Model 3B is our final measurement model in the ISR subsample. Together,

they provide at least one point estimate of every parameter in the 17-

equation measurement model (see Table 6), but they provide substantially

different estimates for two of those parameters. One is the response

error variation in the OCGQ report of educational attainment; cr is
e

43

estimated as 1.03 years from the ISR subsample and 1.78 yeats from the OCGR
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subsample. This difference is rather large relative to the respective

standard errors of the variance components. As we noted above, the OCGR

subsample contained a disproportionate number of cases with large

discrepancies between CPS and OCGQ reports of educational attainment,

while those with more accurate OCGQ responses seemed disproportionately

represented in the ISR subsample. This appears to account for the different

estimates. Furthermore, this discrepancy will not affect bias due to

our assessment of response errors in the earnings function, for only

the CPS report of education is used in estimating equation 1.

The discrepancy in estimates of p is more serious because
e
4l

,e
Sl

it affects estimates of the returns to schooling. In our "listwise"

estimates for the ISR subsample (excluding the 290 cases with any missing

or allocated responses), we detected no such error correlation, suggesting

that it might be an artifact of either the Census allocation procedure

or of the "pairwise present" computing scheme.
9

Nor was the error correla-

tion detected in (pairwise) ISR subsample estimates using dollar income

rather than logarithmic income. Because of the ambiguous status of the

negative correlation between errors in CPS reports of education and

earnings, in assessing biases due to response errors we will first assume

that the error correlation is zero and then assess the effect of an error

correlation of -.14.

Within-variable, between-occasion. correlations among response errors,

for example, contamination of a later report of a variable by recall of

an earlier report, have not been discussed in detail. As noted above, our

earlier research (Bielby, Hauser and Featherman, 1977a) has produced strong

evidence that no such correlations exist among errors in reports of social
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origins, educati6n, ahd occupationai attainments. Given those resuits,

there appears to be no prima facie reason why sueh correlations should

be presumed to exist among reports of either weeks worked or. earhin9s.

Nevertheless, we assess below the effect on estimates of the earnings function

of a within-variable correlation between errors in reports of earnings,

p ., as high as 0.5.
ei;U ,eS2

increase estimates of a
e al

A value of p, greater than zero woulde
al

,e
a2

and a .(and therefore lower reliabilities
e a2

All other estimates would remain unchanged, as

ihterview.

of earhings below levels reported in Table 6). Since it would leave

the covariance between e41 and eal unchanged, it would decrease the

..
€lstifuate tif p,e4i ,e

al

would the tests of mddels in Table 5;

Estimates in Table 6 of mAasurement model parameters involving social

origins~ education, and occupational achievements are nearly identicai

to those reported in our earlier research. OCGR remeasurement interview

repOrts have Uniformly lower error variances than correspondirig OCGQ

questionnaire reports, and social origins appear to be measured no less

accurately than socioeconomic achievements. Both ISR and OCGR suhsampie

estimates show the regression of the CPS report of education on the true

10
score to be flatter than the regressioh for the OCGQ report. The

CPS report of current occupational status has a steeper slope than does

the Fall remeasurement report.

The Income Supplement Reinterview, conducted by ~xperienced Census

personnel; often in person, appears to be more accurate than the cPS
A

Error variation (a ) in the reinterview report of weeks
e,..

1)

worked is about 20 percent lower than that in the CPS report; ahd error
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variation in the reinterview report of earnings is nearly 30 percent lower

than that in the CPS report. The standard deviation of errors in CPS

reports of earnings is 17.8 percent; that is, the error variation is

predicted to be $890 for true earnings of $5000, $1780 for true earnings

of $10,000 and $4,450 for true earnings of $25,000. The standard deviation

of errors in ISR reports of earnings is 12.8 percent, which implies error

variations of $640, $1280, and $3200 at the respective true levels of

earnings cited above. In contrast, a measurement model in dollar earnings

yields estimates of $2450 and $2330 for error variation in CPS and ISR

reports, respectively, regardless of the level of earnings; as noted

earlier the data are not consistent with the assumption of constant error

variation in dollar earnings. Moreover, the estimates based on dollar

earnings suggest there is more error in earnings near the middle of the

earnings distribution ($9000 to $11,000) than do the estimates based on

our semi-logarithmic specification.

To summarize, response errors in reports of socioeconomic variables

by nonblack males appear to be almost completely random. Respondents

appear to overstate the consistency between earnings and weeks worked in

the Income Supplement Reinterview, and less conclusive results suggest

that they may understate the consistency between CPS reports of educational

attainment and earnings. Overall, retrospective reports of social origins

by nonb1ack males are about as accurate as reports of their own educational

attainments and socioeconomic achievements. Estimates of a 17-equation

measurement model obtained from the ISR and OCGR subsamples can now be

applied to the full CPS-OCGQ sample in order to assess the biases in

the coefficients of an earnings function that are attributable to response

error.
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ESTIMATION OF AN EARNINGS FUNCTION IN THE FULL CPS-OCGQ SAMPLE

Estimates from the two subsamples of parameters of measurement model

equations 2, 4, 6; 8, 11, 13, 15 and 17 are used to obtain corrected fUll

sample moments among variables entering the earnings function (equation 1).

By computing the earnings function from both corrected and uncorrected

full-sample moments we can assess the extent to which response errors

bias estimates of the coefficients of equation 1.11

Estimates of measurement model parameters for social origins (equations

2, 4, and 6), and occupational attainments (equations 11 and 13) are taken

from bCG:R suhs;3.mple Model 4)\; that is, theY are selected from the bottom

panel of Table 6. Estimates of measurement model parameters for weeks

worked and earnings (equations 15 and 17) are taken from ISR subsample

Model 3B~ that is, they are selected from the top panel of Table 6. Estimates

of meaSurement model parameters for educational attainment (equation $) are

Since the A., are normalized to 1.0 for all
~J

reports used to estimate the earnings function in the full sample, only

estimates of the error variation (0 ) and p need be taken frome. , e
41

,e
8l~J

Table 6. The estimates of error variation appear in column 3 of Table 7;

"cr is the average of the OCGR and ISR estimates weighted by the inverse
e
4l

of their respective standard errors. Under the specification of the measure-

ment model, the true score variances are computed as the observed variances

in the full s;3.mple less the corresponding response error variances from

the subsamples (column 4 of Table 7). Except for the covariance of

educational attainment and earnin~s, the true score covariances are set

equal to the observed full sample covariances. Under the specification
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Table 7--Full CPS-OCGQ sample' Observed Moments (N=24,352) , Subsample
Estimates of Standard Deviations of Errors, and Combined
Estimates of True Standard Deviations: Nonblack Males in the
Experienced Civilian Labor Force, March 1973, l~lO Reported
Earnings .of at Least $1000 in the Current PopUlation Survey
(N=24, 352) •

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Observed Std. Dev. Std. Dev. of Percent·
Mean Std. Dev. of Error True Score of Cases

A A A A .with Data
Variable Measure J.lij C1 C1 C1 PresentXij e ij Tij

1. FO xl3 31.02 22.90 9.22 20.96 94

2. FE x23 8.775 4.020 1.14 3.855 94

3. PI x33 8.683 .9210 0.32 .8636 90

4. ED x41
12.10 3.050 1.01 2.878 1004

X43 11.96 3.402 94

5. 01 x53 34.00 24.68 9.89 22.61 88

6. OC x61
41.53 25.02 9.52 23.14 1004

7. WKS X,1 47.93 8.416 2.38 8.072 100a

8. LNEARN x81 9.093 .6534 0.178 .6287 1004

•
9. EX x9 ,3 19.65 13.44 99

10. EX2 x1O ,3 18.07 17.81 99

11. FT xl1 ,1 0.964 0.186 100

12. UN x12 ,3 0.305 0.460 99

------------_......._------_. ----- --- -------
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the true $cQ+,e varianoes and qo.vapiances ~re given in, T~le 8.

Table 9 presents corrected estimates of structural and reduced form

pa+~eter~ of the earnings function under the assumption that +e~ponse

for the structural form (line 6), and reduced forms of the earnings function

(lines 1 through 5). In ~dditionr a s~ple schoolingahd experience

function is estimated (line 7) anq the pivari~te schooling regression is

p+eSlent~d, (Hne 8).

The f~~st reduced, form equation in. W~+e ~ reveals that while each

of the th:Jtee §pcial origin variables has a.n independent effect on earnings,

parental inqoIT\e (PI) has py far the lqrgesbwith an elastioit.y pf ne~+,+¥

.12. The total effect of father's occupational status (FO) is about 2

~rcen,t for 10 s~J points, ~nd the effect of a year of f qthe+"8 gqucatiqn

(FE) i~ O.7Q percent. The experience variables (EX, EX2) have the

+qr~est re:iative impact on earnings, and the earnings~experienceprofile,

12net of sogial origins, peaks at about 27 years of e~perience. '

~duqation (~D) mediates virtually all of the effects of FO anq ~~

(compare tines 2 ~d 1), but ne~rly h~lf of the e~fect of pa.rept~l incPme
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,TAl3I;E9 --Cor~e6tred Estil1la:';es .of an Earpings'Func;:tiO!l. for 1972 Earned Income (LNEARN.), AssumiI!9' '1'landom Errors:: Nonb1ack Males in c\the'Experienc.ea
CiviLian Labor F.orce, 'March 1973, Who .Reported at Least $TOOO in th.e CurrentPopulanon 'Survey '(N ... 24,352).

'Predetermined Variables COI:!POnen:ts of Variation
a

,FOb oib <' "r:x!' R2
.Residual 'EXplained .Touil

Equa·tion '£X EX2 FE PI ED WKs . "FT ' UN. a a A

at·u t

1. ..0161 -.0118 .0277 .0076 .118 -- -- ._- -- v __ -- .rn .• 570 •.264 .• 6285
(,::344) (-.336) (.092) ,(.046) ,C162)

2. _:Q195 -.0109 .0079 -~0069 ,.053 .0841. -- -- -- -- -- .266 .538 .3i24
(.417) (-.309) ( .026) (-.043) ( .075) ( .:a85)

.3. ,.D:189 -.010'8 -.0'103 -.0029 .062 .0407 .0773 -- -- ",",',-- -- .299 .526 .,344
:(,.40S) (-.305) (- •.034) (-~'O18)' (.085)' (.186) ( .278) I.i)

to\

4. .•:0161 -.0101 - •.0151 ·-.0017 .056 ...:0175 ..0291 .';0910 ._- ""-- -- .345 .50.9 .369
':(.•344)(-.285) (-. OSO)(-. OJ.O) ( .077) (.080) ( .105) (.335)

'5. .0128 -.Ob81 -.0078 -.0020 .050 .0i'84 .0285 ~,ci736 .0274 -- -- .459 .462 .. 426
J.273) (-.229) (-.026) '(~.012) (.069) .,( .084) (.103) ( .271) (.352)

6. .0112 -.0065 -.0030 -.0020 .046 .0216 , .0261 .0840 .0248 ~707 .220 .527 .432 .456
(.239) (-.185) (-.Olq) (-.012) ( .063) ( .099) (.094) (.309) ( .319) .(.":210) ( .161)

7.• ;0194 -.01I0 -- -- -- .0897 -- -- -- -- -- .261 .• 540 ~321

(.,416) (-.311) (All)

B. - -- ,-- -- ._- .0,635 -- -- -- -- -- .085 .601 .18'3

~. z,,~·., .... 0'., _, '.
(.• 291)

.! ·';.,·...·1

.NOTE: Standara'iz-ed coeffi'ci"e-nts-:i1:ppear,oin:,parentheses.Est1111iites' of error"variances <are ,based .an subsamp1:es o'f '823 ..(ISR);arid''S56·(oc:GRC)
:observa.t±ons.·' ';

a . '," .,., .,"'. , ". ..2 2 2
'COllIponen:,ts are :ex:pressedas:standaz:d deviations. The .addi:tive 'decompo.sitfon was(J:t = at + au·

~ariab1es ,expr.essed in ·,the :metric of ;Duncan SEX scores have been di\fided.by 10 'and corr.esponding coefficients ~ultipliedil:?y 10.
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and father's educational attainment affect earnings by increasing or

decreasing the length of schooling, but the financial status of the

family of origin affects earnings both through schooling and in other ways.

The total return to a year of schooling, net of experience and social

origins, ~s more than 8 percent. Overall, schooling, experience, and

social origins account for over one-fourth of the variance in earnings.

In line 3, we find that there is almost an 8 percent return to 10 SEI

points of first job status (01), net of education, experience, and social

origins, with 01 mediating about one-half the return to schooling, but none

of the effect of parental income. There is a 9 percent return to 10 SEI

points of current job status (line 4), with OC mediating more than half

the return to first job status. The return to schooling net of both

occupational statuses is less than 2 percent, but the elasticity of parental

income remains almost .06. Schooling, experience, social origins, and

occupational achievements account for over one-third of the variance in

earnings.

In line 5, we find a 2.74 return to each additional week worked (WKS),

the largest effect relative to those of the other variables in the earnings

equation (compare standardized coefficients). Labor supply, as indicated

by WKS, mediates about 20 percent of the effect of experience, probably

through the decreased labor supply of older workers. WKS mediates a

little less than 20 percent of the effect of current occupation.

The full equation (line 7) accounts for over half the variance in

.the log of earnings. Net of all other variables in the model, union members

. .22
(UN) earn abQut 25 percent more than nonmembers (e = 1.25), and those

employed full-time (FT) earn about twice as much as those working part-time
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TABLE lo--Uncorrected Estimates of Parameters of an Earninqs Function for 1972 Earned Income (LNEARN): Nonblack Males in the Experienced Civilian
Labor Force. March 1973.• Who Reported at Least $1000 in the current Population Survey (N _ 24,352).



First, we note tl.1at the total va,.riati,on in earnin:g~, crt,;i.s Over

stated by about 4 pel:'cent' whet) response er:x:ors ~re igntrPed. Re~idua1

va,.+-~at~op, gu!- wh~ph ipc+u.qes m~~~u.rement errors in repor~~ o~ fia,.rpings

in ~e uncorrecteq e§tima,.tes in Table lO! is overestimqted 5 to9 percent
I

in the reduced form equations (lines 1 to 5), and Ll.percent in the

str4ctura1 equation (line 6). Thus, if we ignore response errots, we
\ ;

sli~pt1y overstate tp~ total p.mount of ,earnings ..inequality whicp cannot

be att~~uted to the factors represented in our earnipgs function. (The

bia'ses ~l) e,stimates, ofunexplaineq vari~tion were muc~ hi,gher, up to

'?-.7. ~¢~g!:mt! 'in equa t-iOI1s for ed'lloa,.tiol)al and occupa,.tional atta,.ipments;

see Bielby, Hauser, and Featherman, 1977a). The amount of variation in
i

ear.nin~s attrib.utable to.the variables in the earnings fUnction, explained

vari~tion crt' is underestimated by no mOre than 3 percent in the reduced

fo~ and structural equ.ations~ In all, tpere is a 12 to 14 percent under

statement of the proportion of variance explained (R2) in earnings in the

reduced form and structural equations.

The estimated reduced form effect of one social origin variable,

fatlier! s ed~cation (FE), is a.ctua11y overestimated by 22 percent using

uncorrected moments (see line 1), but the reduced form effects of father's

occupationa~ status (FO) and parental income (PI) are underestimated by

14 and 12 percent, respectively. Further; when re~ponse errors are ignored

the unmediated effect of parental income is underestimated by'12 to 15

percent in lines 3 through 5 and by 8 percept in the structural equation

(lipet:;) •

While the tota,.l effeq~ of educatio~ (ED) is underestimated by +6

percent (a return of about 7 percent per year in line 2 of Table 10 anq.
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nearly 8.5 percent in line 2 of Table 9) ,the effects of education net

of current occupation (OC), weeks worked (WKS), full-time employment

status (FT), and union membership (UN) are overstated considerably in the

uncorrected equations. The unmediated effect of education is overstated

by 32 percent in equation 4, 22 percent in equation 5, and 18 percent in

equation.6 when we assume errors in reports of education and earnings

are uncorrelated.

The total economic return to occupational status of first job

after completing schooling (01) is underestimated by 22 percent in line 3

(a return of about 6 percent for 10 SEI points in Table 10 and 7.73 pergent

in Table 9). However, the net effect of 01 is overstated by about 8 percent

in the structural equation (line 6), and by a bit less than that in line 4.

In contrast, the total and net effects of occupational status of March 1973

job (OC) are all underestimated by about 20 percent when measurement errors

are ignored.

The total and net effects of weeks worked in 1972 (WKS) are under

stated slightly in the uncorrected estimates (about 7 percent in line 5

and 6 percent in line 6). The effect of full-time employment status is

slightly overstated in the structural equation (by about 4 percent), and

the effect of union membership is understated by 9 percent (despite the

fact that both are assumed to be measured perfectly) .

The coefficients of the experience variables, EX and EX2, are barely

affected by measurement errors. The largest bias is about 6 percent in

the coefficient of EX2 in the structural equation (line 6). The peak of

the earnings-experience profile differs at most by about one year in the

corrected and uncorrected equations.



'i'P~ s.J?,ecift9~ti9fi b:i,.~s in the 1:qt~~ eff~¢t of S¢hQ9lin\]J (~P)!

when sQcia~ ~r,ig:i,.n v~ri~~~~ ~r~ :i,.g,n~te~ (~ine 7 Yete~~ ~ine J) ~~t4a.l~¥

aflP¢A~~ ~p.t<J.el,:' when the ¢qmp~ti$qp~§ m~ge ft9tf1 u.n¢i?rt¢ct~g (W~~e !¢)

in~t~~d. Qf qorregteq ($qpl~ 9) coeffi¢!ents. The O,Vel,:'s.t~tetfleht is ~out

7 Percent in Table 9 and 11 perae~t ih ~apl¢ +0. Th,i~ tinqin~, c0h~tary

to wh~t Bqw~es (1972) qnd others have implied, occurs beca~se social

origins are measured about as reliably as educational attainment.·

Our findings about bias under the specification of random measurem~nt

errot may b~ summarized as follows. The total effects <coefficient of

. v.d':t'ip,-q.on in ·th~fir~t. et;Iuation in which it appears) of two of three social

ori~in vari~bles, FO and PI, and of educ~tiona1 attainment are modestly

underestimated (by 12 to 16 percent) when response errors are ignoted.

The total effects of occupational ~ttainments, 01 and OC, are underestimated

by ~p even greater amount, over 20 percent, and the net returns tp durr,ent

oc~up~tionAl status are also ~derestirnAtedby apqut 20 percent. Biases

in effects of labor supply variables, WKS and FT, and of union membership

are considerably smaller. The return to parental incpme that is o.nmediated

by other variables is consistently underestimated by 8 to 1S percent. In

contrast, the unmediated effects of schooling are overestimated pyas mUch

as 32 ~rcent when we ignore meaSUrement errot. variation in e~inings not

attrib~table to factprs represented in the earnings fUnction is overstated

by 5 percent fin the reduced form) ~nd by Ll. perc~nt (in the structti;r~l form).

Over,all f the proportion of variance explained in earnings is underestim~ted

py no rn,or,e than 13 percent when r~ndom response ~rrOrS are ignbr~4,

trn~~e ~Onlpari$OnS haVe be~n ~a~~d ot1 the ass.uIt\ption tha,tthelt~ is

no negat~ve Gorrelatipn between resppn~e etrprs of C~S r~ports of eqti.qatipn

and eatl1,tngs. 'rablel:t, pr~$~p~!=l GPrtected ¢stim~tes upg¢r the ?,ssumfjt:j.c:.m
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that p = -.14. Most of these coefficients are quite close toe
4l

,e
Sl

the corrected estimates of Table 9, obtained under the assumption that

The estimated components of variation in earnings, a ,
u

at' at' change little under the alternative measurement model, and, of

course, the estimates of equation 1 are identical, since schooling does

not appear in it.

The total effects of each independent variable are identical under

the two specifications, but some of the unmediated net effects change

drastically. This is particularly true of the net effects of schooling

(ED), unmediated by occupational attainments, labor supply, and/or union

membership. Under the alternative specification, the uncorrected return

to schooling appears to be underestimated by 15, 14, 20, and 19 percent

in equations 3 through 6, respectively, instead of substantially over-

estimated, as our earlier comparisons show. The results are not surprising,

since the negative error correlation implies a larger true covariation

between education and earnings than does the random error model.

The returns to parental income (PI) in equations 2 through 6 are

somewhat lower in the corrected estimates under the alternative measurement

model, eliminating much of the apparent bias shown in the earlier compar-

isons. In addition, the unmediated returns to status of first job (01) in

lines 4 through 6 are considerably lower under the alternative measurement

model, implying that the uncorrected estimates substantially overstate

the unmediated net returns to career origins.

Thus, the significant implication of a negative .association.between

errors in CPS reports of schooling and earnings is an increase in the

net unmediated return to schooling in semi~reduced form and structural

equations at the expense of returns to parental income and status of
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first job. However, the total effects of each variable are essentially

unchanged. While the ambiguous status of the error correlation confounds

our interpretation of the way in which schooling confers advantages in

the labor market, we are relatively certain that the total true return

to an additional year of schooling in our earnings function is on the

order of 8. 5 to 9 percent, and consequently uncorrected estimates under-

13state the total return to an additional year by 16 to 20 percent.

To this point we have assumed that the response errors in CPS and

ISR earnings reports are uncorre1ated. As noted" above, our earlier research

found no evidence of within-variable error correlation for reports of

social origins, educational attainment, "or occupational statuses, and

it seems reasonable to assume that errors in earnings reports are also

uncorrelated. Nevertheless, the correlation between the two reports of

earnings is surprisingly high, .94, and it is possible that some contamin-

ation in response errors of earnings occurs across measurement occasions.

Consequently, we briefly assess the effect of a modest error correlation,

.25, and a substantial error correlation, p = .50, upon
= " eal ,ea2

estimation of the earnings function. The latter value was assumed by Bowles

(1972) .

First, it should be noted that the only effects of a positive value

,v
of p on the other measurement model parameters are:
, e8l ,e82

(1) the error

variations of reports of earnings, cre and cr , increase; (2) the true score
81 e 82

variation in earnings decreases; and (3) the error correlations, p ande
41

,e
81

p , decrease (without changing the corresponding error covariances).
e

72
,e

82

Consequently, the implications for the corrected estimates of the sUbstantive

model are: (1) the unexplained
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com~on~nt of V~~iation, au' is decr~a~ed as error variation increases;

(2) corrected metric coefficients in the earnings function are ~nchanged,

since true score covariances and true score variances of predete~ined

variables are unchClnged;and (3) standat'dized coefficients in the

earnings function increase in ~roportion to the ratio of the ori~inal

and modified standard deviations of true earnings.
14

The relationship between p . and estimates of the error variatione81 ,e82

in CPS and ISR reports of log.arithmic earnings is as follows:

pe
81

,e
82

.00 .25 .50

a .178 .199 .235
e

81

a .128 .155 .199eS2

For the CPS report, error variation inct'eases by just 6 percent of the

f . . (.235 - .178) .level 0 true earn~ngs e . = 1.06 as the within..."ar~ab1e error

correlation goes from 0.0 to 0.5. The effect is more ptonounced for

error variation in the reinterview report, put this has no effect On

our estimates of the earnings function.

Table 12 shows the effects of shifts in p on estimates ofe
81

,e
82

components of variation in the earnings function, assuming no c(i):;rrelaHo.ns, 't::

among errors across variables (the results are quite similar if we ass.ume
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Table l2--Proportion of Variance Explained, Unexplained Variation, and Total Variation for Uncorrected Estimates and Corrected Estimates
~ssuming no WiL~in-OccasionCorrelations Among Errors and Varying Within-Variable Correlation Among Errors in Reports of
Earnings: Nor~lack Males 'in the Experienced Civilian Labor Force, !~rch 1973, Who Reported at Least $1000 in Earnings in the
Current population Survey (N-24,352).

2' au aR t

(1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) ll) (2) (3) (.;)

uncor- Uncor- Uncor-
Equation rected p -.00 P -.25 P ".50 rected p -.00 P ";.25 P -.50 rected p -.00 P ".25 C zs.50

e S:(e82 e 8rS2 eSf!82 e
8X

e
82 eS~82 eSl.e82 eSr82 eSr82 e Sl'eS2

1 .160 .177 .lS0 .187 .599 .570 .563 .550 .6534 .62S5 .6223 .6097
~

2 .231 .266 .271 .2S2 .573 .538 .531 .516 '-I

3 .261 .299 .306 .31S .562 .526 .519 .503

4 .302 .345 .352 .366 .546 .509 .501 .485

5 .'003 .459 .469 .4S8 .505 .462 .454 .436

6 .464 .527 .531 .559 .418 .432 .423 .405
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(panels) the effect of varying p,", (cblumhs); is, smail. Under the
e81;ea~

most extreme assumption, P, ,', == i 50)', uncorrected estimates wbula. e
al

,e
S2

overstate total varia;t:.f.ori in ;logarit!imlld earniiHjth at' by 1 percent,

rather than by 4perc~rtt as stated cibov~:f (dofupare coi1.irnris 1 ana ~ and

colUIitils land 4 in th~ third panel of Table'12) .. In the :reduced fbrm

equation 6f line 1, uncorrected estimates would liride'rstate R
2 by 14 percent

rather than by 10 percent if p were 0 .. 50 rather than d.o. similarly,
el:31 ; e S2

unexplained 'itariatidn in the reduced fdrm equati~h would be overestimated

by: 9 fjertient. ihst.€!adbf 5 peft6e~t. In the structtir~l equaH6h (line 6) ,

the bias irtR2 due ~6 ignoring measurement err6f would be 17 p~rc~nt

,

variatioh in,' the strU,ctura~ equation woUld be overestimated by Hi percent:

instead 6£ by li perCH3ftt. o:i.:Herences of siffiliar, mag-hitude appear in

lines 2 through 5. Ail standardized coefficients wduld be increased by

a factor 6f .. 6285/ .'6223 == L d61 ifP . ,,,== •25 ahd by ci factor of
eSi,eS2 '

In ~tirnmary, withirt-variabie dorrela-= .50.

l

tion among errors in reports 6f earnings dart affect, bnlya sUbset af

.6285/.6097

parameters of our earnings function (components ;ofvatiatioh and standardized
~ ,

dbefficiehts), and tBEreffects are quite slnaiL E~eh a stib~tantial wHhin-

variabie correlatio~ between errors in rep6tts of earnings does fiot cnange

our overall interpretation of the effects of response errdr6h the paramete~s

of earnings functions.

Several socioiogists and edOhdmists have noted possible biases

in effects of sociai backgrOUnd ahd schooling when ihtergenerati6nai models
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of occupational and economic success are based on retrospective survey

reports of status variables. The prevailing view has been that effects

of social background·arebiased downward by errors in retrospective

reports; consequently, effects of schooling 3re biased upward, at least

relative to those of social background. But research on these biases

has been inconclusive because appropriate data and statistical models

have not been available. using data from the Income Supplement Reinterview

program of the March 1973 Current Population Survey and the remeasurement

program of the 1973 Occupational Changes in a Generation survey, we have

overcome some of these shortcomings by estimating and testing comprehensive

structural models which incorporate both random and nonrandom response

errors.

Our earlier research presented evidence that the reports of social

origins, education, and occupational attainments by nonblack males are

subject to only random response error. The results presented here· suggest

that Current population Survey reports of weeks worked and earnings are

probably also subject to random errors, although conflicting evidence

was presented on whether there is a slight tendency for CPS respondents

to understate the consistency between their earnings and education. We

also detected a tendency for respondents to overstate the consistency

between their 1972 earnings and the number of weeks worked in 1972 in

their Income Supplement Reinterview responses.

Ignoring response error, we underestimate the effects of two

social origin. variables, father's occupational status and parental income,

by 14 and 12 percent, respectively. Contrary to some previous expe9tations,

we also underestimate the total effect of schooling by an even greater
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amount, Hi)?e;rcent, ancl we detect even larger understatements, more than

20 percent; in ~otal returns to occupational attainments when measurement

errors are i~nor¢d. The unmediat~d effectp of parental income and

March 1973 occupational status are also moderately unde!stated in un

corrected estimates. We are less certain about the effects of response

errors on esti~ates of the net returns to schooling, unmediated by

occupationq,l attainments, labor supply, and/or union membership. If

response errors are ~ndeed random, then the unmediated effects of schooling

are overestimated by as much as 32 percent when those errors are ignored.

a;Owever, if CPS respPndents do indeed understate the consistency between

their schopli~g anq ~a;rnings, then the unmediated effects of schooling

are understated by as much as 20 percent.

Overall, we we+e rather surprised ~t the relative accuracy with which

earnings are reported in the Current Population Survey. Indeed, logarithmic

earnings appears to be one of the most accurately measured statuses in

socia~ surveys of the tYpe ex~mined here. Consequently, response errors

bias ~stimates of coefficients of an earnings function by no more than

they bias estimates ,for equations representing determinants of educational

and occupational attainments. Components of variation in earnings are

considerably less affected by respons~ error than are components of variation

in schooling and occupational attainments,.

Our results failed to confirm the hypothesis of Bowles (1972) and

others th,at because of errors of measurement, estimates of earnings functions

substantially overstate the influ,ence of schooling vis a vis social origins.

,The resu+ts presen~ed here do not directly address whether response errors

bias the extent to which the total and net effects of schooling transmit
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inequality in social origins. Our earlier research (Bielby, Hauser, and

Featherman, 1977a, 1977b) suggests that the degree to which ignoring

measurement error leads to understatement of the transmission of social

inequality by schooling is neither trivial nor overwhelming.

In closing, we note that measurement and scaling procedures appear

to have substantial effects on the quality of data even where survey methods

are highly standardized. Our experiments with scaling earnings show

that simple transformations of a measure can greatly affect its quality.

The procedures employed to collect data on the four measurement occasions

appear systematically related to the reliabilit~ of the data. Personal

interviews appear to be more accurate than telephone interviews which in

turn appear to be more accurate than self-administered questionnaires.

Our earlier research (Bielby, 1976; Bielby, Hauser, and Featherman, 1977b)

indicated that at least one attribute of the respondent, race, affects

considerably the reliability of data obtained from surveys. Finally, our

alternate measurement model specification, incorporating the single within

occasion error correlation, demonstrated that if such "response effects"

do indeed exist, they can have substantial effects on estimates of some

coefficients in structural equation models. Sound research design demands

that all of these factors be given careful attention. We hope that our

results, based on data collected from one carefully designed social survey,

will aid in the design and analysis of other surveys.
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APPENDIX

Cross-Tabulation of Reinterview Report of

Earnings by Original Report of Earnings
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Notes

1Whi1e our findings for black males were less conclusive, they

suggested that the pattern of measurement error for blacks is substantially

more complex than the pattern for nonblackF Comparisons of black and

nonblack error structures and their implications for racial differences

in the occupational achievement process are presented in Bielby, Hauser,

and Featherman (l977b).

2The OCG parental income item was: "When you were about 16 years

old, what was your family's annual income?" The possible responses were:

No income (or loss); $1-$499; $500-$999; $1,000-$1,999; $2,000-$2,999;

$3,000-$3,999; $4,000-$4,999; $5,000-$5,999; $6,000-$6,999, $7,000-$7,999;

$8,000-$8,999; $9,000-$9,999; $10,000-$14,999; $15,000 or more. After

examining plots of occupational status of first and current job and educa

tional attainment by parental income category we determined that a logarithmic

function of parental income was the appropriate functional form relating

it to the achievement variables. The first two categories were collapsed

and midpoints of intervals were used. A value of $19,750 was assigned to

the open-ended category on the basis of a canonical analysis with ED, 01

and OC as criterion'" variables. Responses to pretest probes and plots of

achievement variables by parental income categories by ten-year age

cohorts clearly indicated that respondents tended not to adjust their

responses to current dollars. Therefore, the dollar midpoint responses

were adjusted by a four-year moving average of the Consumer Price Index,

with the four years weighted to reflect the uncertainty in determining

exact year of birth from age in March 1973. The final scale was computed



as th~ hatUral logarithm of th~ price adjusted dOliar category midpoihts.

Our scaling procedure explicitly att~ffipted to maximize correiatioh~

intergenerati.ohal(father.;.;son) correlations bi:!tweeri PI and ED afe lcirger

both FO ahd FE (see Tables 2; 3; 4; and 8).

3The sample person was instructed to report the year in which he

actually began the job, even if he started it before completing schooling.

Consequently, for some persons our definition inciudes iabor market

experience obtained before completion of schooling, and it includes military

experience if a perSOh held a ftill.;.;time civilian job after completing

schooling but before entering th~ military.

Year of first job Was not iSpOrted for about 11 percent of the caseS.

For these cases, the year schooling was completed, if reported, was used

to compute labor market experience. For the remaining 5 percent of the

cases, experience was computed as age~educatiorial attainment - 5. Labor

force experience obtained before ten years of age was not counted. For

less than 1 percent of the caSes, no experience measure was comptited,

because of inconsistencies between age; @dticatidriai attainment, and year

schooling was completed.

4Experience and age are correHated .914 in the fUll CPS-OCGQ sample,.

ConseqUently, cUr results would be quite similar had we controlled year

roie of age ahd ej(p~riende in ~arniri9s functions arid the appropriate
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definition of experience have been the subject of considerable debate.

For example, see Griffin (1977), Blinder (1976), Rosenzwerg (1976), and

Rosenzwerg and Morgan (1976).

SThe term,· true score, should be interpreted cautiously. As in the

classic psychometric model the true scores are defined as latent or un

observable variates which underly repeated observable measurements. For

this reason our findings about the quality of specific measures do not

establish their validity in global terms. For example, the true score

underlying repeated self-reports of a man's occupation might differ from

that underlying repeated reports by his employer. Thus "latent or

unobserved variable" is synon~us with "true score" as we use the term.

6The two. reports (OCGQ and OCGR) of union membership are identical

for almost all cases, as are the two reports (CPS and ISR) of full-time

employment status. The assumption that work experience is measured

perfectly is less tenable. However, the quality of that measure will not

be assessed here (but see Bielby, 1976:112-114). Preliminary models showed

slightly larger effects for linear and quadratic age terms than for linear

and quadratic experience terms. We surmise that .thedifference would

disappear if we could adjust for the lower reliability of the experience

measure, despite the different conceptual bases for the age and experience

terms.

7The Bureau of the Census uses the "hot deck" technique to allocate

nonresponses in CPS reports of education, occupation, weeks worked, and

earnings, and we treat these allocations as responses. Allocated nonresponses



are! al:l$:l.9n~a the bbserved vaiu~o:f the last case prodessedwith th~ same

attribut~s oh several oha~aoteristiG§. For allocatioh of ,edupatiqn an4

occupation, the ~ha~aqteristics ate age, sek, ~nd r~c¢. In ad4iti~n to

thos~ three characteristi<::s, occupation, class of workeJ;' ,family rel"ltdon

ship and weeks worked are used in aiiocating earhiri9s. Age, $ex, rade,

familY relationship, ahd earnings are used in allocating hOhfesponses for

weeks worked (Orio and M:i..li~r, 1969; Spiers, doder and One, lSf72;, Spiets

and ~ott, 1969). Thus, allocated respohses hav~ both systematic and

random components.

Fotnon-ailocated measures, w~ assume that the pairwise correlations

accU+atelY represent the correlatiOns that would have beeh obtained were

comPlete data available. While this is an tiritestahle assumption, the

alternatives are more prOblematic. Replacement with m~ans testriots

variahc~s ahd WOuld result in underestimates of error variances. Random

allocation would reduce the ability to detect nonrqndom responS~ er~o~

structij:t'~, while Systematic allocation wotila have the opposite effect.

omittin~ all ca~es that have missing data wouid red~ce the sample size

by ~bQ4t 40 percent ~nd probably eliminate many of the cases with less

accptate respon~eS. Mod~ls of the ~qhievemeht process are almOst alw~ys

estim~t~q !~om pairwise'p~eseht oor~elatioris, and it is the ~espohse error

strpcturg in these ~rialYses that we ate attempting to assess.

Neve~theless, to assess the impact pf both allocation and hon~espOn$e;

we performed pa~al1el analyses to thpse reported here; e>ccluding,all cases

with ant missing data op allQcated tesponses. In only a few inst~h.ce$ did

ahY' of th~$i;:! anai¥s~s $U99~iH: patti;:!:ths of ri;:!S~nse eX-rot that differ ~ub"

$ta~tial~Y frOm the res~lts of the pal:i:Wise analYsis. When "iiStw:ii;;E!,j
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analysis does yield different results, it will be noted below.

8
We noted above that there may have been a tendency for those with more

accurate reports o£ earnings to be selectej for the OCGR subsample. If so,

the error variance for CPS reports of earnings borrowed from the ISR sub-

sample estimates may be too large. For a given covariance among reporting

errors, a larger error variance will reduce the correlation among the errors.

If this is indeed the case, the fourth stage models may understate error

correlations involving the CPS earnings report. On the other hand, when

the A.• are 1.0, as they are for the reports in question, the covariance
1)

among observable reports of two variables is equal to the covariance among

respective true scores plus the covariance among respective error terms,

under the measurement model. That is, the covariance among observables

generated by the model is ~ affected by the error variances. Model 3B

suggests the covariance among e4l and e81 is modestly large and negative,

while according to Model 4B the covariance among error terms is positive

but negligible, regardless of the values of the borrowed error variances.

Thus the ISR subsampleand OCGR subsample estimates do seem to be at odds

in their implications about the degree to which respondents understate

(or overstate) the consistency between their educational attainments and

earnings.

9The positive correlation between errors in ISR reports of weeks

~

worked and earnings did not disappear in the listwise estimates (p =e
72

,e
82

.14). Since ISR reports are not used in estimating the earnings function

in the full CPS-OCG sample, this error correlation does not affect our
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asSessmeht of biaSe~ due to response errors.

10 . h f d· .' . 1· . k 1 . h . h .S1nce te CPS report 0 e ucat10n ~s mpre 1 ey t an t e OCG

report to be a proxy report (provided by the spouse of the designated male) ,

there could be a tendency for 12 years completed to be reported in the

CPS when the designated male actually completed slightly more or less than

twelve years. Since the mean report is about 12 yearS, such a tendency

would result in a negative correlation between errors and true scores.

The ISR subsample shows CPS and OCGQ reports to be about equally reliable,

while the OCGR s~sample shows the latter to be sUbstantially less reliable.

For reasons noted above, the error variation in the OCGQ report is probably

overestimated from the OCGQ s~sample and underestimated from the ISR sub-

sample.

11 .
Alternatively, we could have estimated the earnings function directly

from the subsamples, or pooled moments from the full sample and both sUb-

samples in order to simultaneously estimate the measurement model and earnings

function. The former procedure is certainly less efficient than the one

employed here, and we do not know the relative merits and pitfalls of the

latter procedure.

12Under our specification, if b
I

is the coefficient of EX and b
2

is

the coefficient of EX2, the partial derivative of earnings with respect to

experience is bl : (b2(5) (EX - 20).

l3Whi1e the percentage biases in unmediated semi-reduced form and

structural coefficients 'are often quite large and are quite sensitive to
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whether or not the error correlation exists, the effects themselves are

often quite small. Consequently, one should not overemphasize the sub-

stantive importance of these differences. For example, the uncorrected

structural coefficient for a year of schooling is about 2.5 percent, our

initial corrected estimate is about 2 percent, and our alternative cprrected

estimate is about 3 percent. The variatio~ in assessments of relative

biases is quite large, but only one-half of one percent return per additional

year of schooling is at issue.

14 . . th f th dDes~gnat~ng true LNEARN = t s ' en rom e measurement mo el

""t s + eSl' and from the earnings function t s = t s + u. = =

o~ + 0 2 and 0 2 = 0 2 - o~
_ 0 2 Variances 0 and o~ are unaffected

ts u' u xSl t s eS1 xSl t s

by the value of p , while 0 2 increases with p Thereforee
8l

,eS2 eSl e
Sl

,e
S2

0 2 gets smaller as p increases.u e
Sl

,e
S2
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